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Let (JV, h) and (M, g) be connected compact orientable Riemannian mani-
folds of dimension n and m respectively, where n^ m. Let μ be a
differentiate mapping of rank m everywhere. There exists on M an
m-form φ naturally induced from the metric g. The pull back ψ of φ
is a closed m-form on JV and the integral

J[μ] = \ {f,ψ)dVN
JN

is a functional of the mapping μ. A critical point μ of J[μ] is called in
the present paper a critical mapping. The purpose of the present paper
is to study some properties of such critical mappings.

Let (Jfcfi,/), (M2, g), and (M3,h) be connected compact orientable
Riemannian manifolds where dim M1 = dim M2 5g dim M3. If μ12: M2 —> Mι

and μ25: M3 —> M2 are critical mappings, then μ13 = μ12μ2Z is a critical mapping
of Mz onto M^ If a critical mapping μ is homeomorphic, its inverse μ"1 is
also a critical mapping. When a set of Riemannian manifolds {(Mλ, gλ), XeΛ}
of the same dimension is given where each manifold is connected, compact
and orientable, the set of homeomorphic critical mappings forms a group-
oid. Some examples of critical mappings are also given.

1. The functional J[μ] and its critical point. Let us consider con-
nected compact orientable Riemannian manifolds (M, g) and (JV, h) of
dimension m and n respectively, such that n^ m and admitting diίfer-
entiable mappings μ: JV—> M of rank m everywhere. Local coordinates in
M are denoted by xh and those in JV by yκ. We use indices h, i, j , =
1, , m for M and indices tc, λ, μ, = 1, , n for JV. The metric
tensors of M and JV are denoted by g3i and hμλ respectively. When a
mapping μ is expressed locally by xh = xh(y1, # ,2/%)> we get connecting
tensors

Πh. UX T>h-, h- "Γ>h, T~>h-
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of the mapping.
The ra-form

Vdet (gJt)dxι •• dxn

is a closed form on M and

fcl {gόi)dyh dy*»
is its pull back with respect to the mapping μ. From this m-form let
us define a functional J[μ] by

(i.i) J[μ] = 1* ̂ ••••^ : : : ^ A hμmlm d e t (ί

dVN = Vά&ΰh^dy1 dyn .

Let us consider the space ffll = Wt(N, M) of all such mappings μ.
Let μ0 be a point of Hft and let ^ : [0,1] —• 3K be a curve {μ(ί), 0 ^ ί ^ 1}
in 2)ϊ where ^(0) = ^0 and μ(£) is expressed locally by differentiate func-
tions xh(y\ ••-, 2/%; ί). For this curve ^ we define )yΛ = Dxh by

V dt Λ-β9ί /*=o

and -DJ[μ] by

If ^o is such that for all such curves ^ J[μ] vanishes, then μQ is
a critical point μ of the functional J[μ] defined by (1.1).

A critical point of J[μ] is called a critical mapping with respect to
the integral J[μ]. Let us define a necessary and sufficient condition of
a critical mapping μ in tensor form.

For this purpose we use the connecting tensor Hμλ

h defined as the
van der Waerden-Bortolotti derivative of B\, namely

where j . \ and j ^ l are the Christoίfels of gH and ^ respectively.

As we have

and
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Dg =

where g = det (fir*), we get

DJ[μ) =

Since 3ίμιB^:.%m] always vanish, we get from the above expression

DJ[μ] = \ FdVN
IN

where

F = -

On the other hand, we have

where we have used (1.2) and the identity

We also have

m] ϋfe

Substituting these identities into the expression of i*7 we get
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3

(1.3)

Since we have

and

μa

μa

a, we get

r " "l/«Jα

+ 2 m 2 J 7 [ 1 β [

2 ; , ; .m.]

fί;

O)Oί
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But the second term in the last member vanishes because of j / ' i l = i '

and we get

as the sum of the second and the fourth terms in the expression of F
in (1.3). This cancels the last term. Moreover, it is easy to see that the
third term cancels the fifth term.

Hence we have

F = -2m 2^^^-ί,T O

A critical mapping is characterized by the vanishing of F for all ηk.
Thus μ is a critical mapping if and only if

(1.4) ^"iJSίy/Λ^^^ ĵBίjΓΓ ί^Λ^i"! λ"*««3 = 0

is satisfied by every vector field rjh of M.
Let us define Hjih, H\ 'h5i and 'hH by

Hjik = B%H*xh = Bi\h«WλHμλ

h , Hh = μλ

'&* = Bί\hfλ , %/hjh = δϊ .

As we have

x (hμίXίhμ*x* hf*** — Σ hμil*hμ*x* hμth

we can write (1.4) in the form

^ η — Q
ί=2

hence

^ 1 # 5 ) + (m - l ^

Since ilf •• , i m and j u ,jm run only the range {1, •• ,ra}, an
equality of the form

is equivalent to

AΛW.('Λ iΛ'λyi<1 - %2h'hhh) = 0 .
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Hence we get from (1.5)

ΊηΉ?hH + τ}j(Hkli - Hilh)'hih'hu = 0 ,

and we can conclude that μ is a critical mapping if and only if μ
satisfies

(1.6) Hι - HkiiPhki + Hikj'hkj = 0 .

Thus we have obtained the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.1. Let (M, g) and(N, h) be connected compact orientable
Riemannian manifolds of dimension m and n respectively, where n^ m,
and μ:N—>M be a differentiate mapping of rank m everywhere. Then
a necessary and sufficient condition for μ to be a critical mapping is
that μ satisfies the equations

(1.7) Hμλ

hK*λ - H.J'hrWBfthji + HJhωWxBh

μ

k

λ'hkj = 0 .

2. Some special cases. Let us consider the case where dim M =
dim N = m. Then we can define Bκ

h by B\Bl = h\ and get

'hH = B#hμλ, Bpx'hH = hμZ.

Hence we have in this special case

H.Sh-WBS'hn = HUi,
kh"v .

This proves the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.1. Let (M, g) and (N, h) be connected compact orientable
Riemannian manifolds of the same dimension m and μ:N-+M be a
differentiate mapping of rank m everywhere. Then a necessary and
sufficient condition for μ to be a critical mapping is that μ satisfies the
equations

(2.1) Hμλ

hBi = 0 .

Let us assume that there exists the inverse μ~1:M-+N of μ. Then
Bl plays the same role in μ"1 as Bh

κ does in μ and the connecting tensor

satisfies

This proves that H^Bl vanishes if and only if Hμλ

hB{ vanishes. Thus
we have the
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COROLLARY 2.2. If a differentiable mapping μ:N-+M admits the
inverse mapping μ~lm.M—+N, one is a critical mapping if and only if
the other is a critical mapping.

Let us consider connected compact orientable Riemannian manifolds
(Ml9f), (M2,g), {Mz,h) of the same dimension m and assume that there
exist critical mappings μ12: M2 —> Mι and μ2d: Mz —> M2. Let us use ua, xh

and y" for the local coordinates in Mί9 M2, and M3 respectively. For the
mapping μι2 we have

* - • £ • * - ' *
and for the mapping μ2Z we have

where |^L|> | 7 \J> a n ( i i ^ λ | a r e t h e Christoffels derived from frβf gH, and

hμλ respectively. If we define Bl and Bl by

λJ5h — 0χ

we have

(2.2) J3ΓΛ

βBi = 0 , fl-^BJ = 0 .

Let us consider the mapping μ1Λ = μ12μ23 of M3 onto AΓ1# The con-
necting tensor of this mapping is

dyκ

and we get

hence

(2.3) ί ί , / = £ΓΛ

βBίi + ^

Then we immediately obtain

Hpl'Bl = HjBilBlBi +

= BlHu'Bl, + fl

= 0
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by virtue of (2.2). This proves that, if μ12 and μ23 are critical mappings,
then μι2μ2Z is also a critical mapping.

Now let us consider a set of Riemannian manifolds {(Mx, gλ), XeΛ} of
the same dimension where each manifold is connected, compact and orient-
able. For any fc,XeΛwe denote the set of homeomorphic critical mappings
Mκ —> Mx by Gλ>κ. Gχ,χ contains the identity mapping eλ: Mλ —> Mλ, but eκ

and ex are distinguished if K Φ λ. Then from the above results we see
that the union of GλtK for all κ,XeΛ forms a groupoid.
Thus we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.3. When a set of Riemannian manifolds {(Mλ, gλ), XeΛ}
of the same dimension is given where each manifold is connected, compact
and orientable, the set of homeomorphic critical mappings forms a
groupoid.

In this theorem we have assumed that all Riemannian manifolds are
of the same dimension. This assumption is essential. We consider now
a case where μ12: M2 —• Mt and μ23: M3 —> M2 are critical mappings and mγ —
dim M19 m2 = dim M2, m3 = dim M3 satisfy m1 = m2 < m3. Then we have (1.7)
and HjfBi = 0. If we consider the mapping μld = μι2μ2Z we get (2.3) for
this mapping too. Then we can prove that μ13 is also a critical mapping.

For this purpose we define "hrβ and "hrβ by

Then we get

= -(Hii

aB'Jyh
ωμh*λ +

= -HH

a'hjl'hik'hlk -

S'/'Kr + HJ

= HlkrBΪ'hlkBZ + HJh-WBR'huBS .

As the first term in the last member vanishes, we get

Hμλ

ahrλ - Hωfh^fcλB]?λ"hrβ + Hjh^h^B«ΐΓKr - 0

by virtue of (1.7).
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Thus we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.4. Let there be three connected compact orientable Rieman-
nian manifolds (Mu / ) , (M2, g), and (M3, h) admitting critical mappings
μ12: M2 —> Mt and μ23: M3 —• M2. If dim Mx = dim M2 and dim M2 < dim ikf3,
the mapping μ13 = μι2μ23 is a critical mapping.

If we want to prove only the Theorem 2.3, we can use the following
property of a critical mapping.

If dim N = dim M = ra, the connecting tensor B£ of a critical mapping
μ: (N, h) —• (M, g) satisfies

(2.4) β C ^ : : : ί ^ 7 T = C O n s t "

Conversely, if (2.4) is satisfied, μ is a critical mapping.
(2.4) is proved by taking the partial derivatives and using (2.1).

3. Infinitesimal transformations of a Riemannian manifold. Let us
take a one-parameter group of transformations μ(t) of a connected compact
orientable Riemannian manifold (M, g). Then we have a case of N = M,
h = g. If μ(t) takes a point P into Q = μ(t)P and the local coordinates
of P and Q are respectively denoted by xh(P) and xh(Q), dxh(Q)/dxi(P)
plays the role of B% and

h ) 3a;'(Q) 3χfe(Q) _ | k ) dxh(Q)

lk\Qdx?(F) dx\P) \ji\pdxk(P)

plays the role of Hμλ

h. Hence the transformations μ(t) are critical map-
pings of (M, g) onto (M, g) if and only if

v ; dx\Q)\_dxi{P)dx\P)

is satisfied.
Let vh be a vector field on M generating the group μ(t). Then we

get

h ' d / υ k + J 7 13 < V * - \ ' ; . \ d k v k \ = 0

from (3.1). But this is equivalent to

ΓfiV* = 0 ,

hence F{v
{ = C. On the other hand, we have always
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Fiv
idVM = 0 .(

JM

Hence we get

Vtf = 0 .

Thus we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. A one-parameter group of transformations of a con-
nected compact orientable Riemannian manifold (M, g) generated by a
vector field vh is a group of critical mappings if and only if vh satisfies
ViV1 — 0. The set of all such vector fields forms a Lie algebra.

4. Examples.

1°. Coclosed mappings. Let μ: (JV, h) —> (M, g) be a coclosed mapping
[1]. Then

(4.1) -HJh^Bμ + HJh^Bh

μ = BΪPk

ih, Hμλ

hh"x = -Pk

kh

are compatible. From (4.1) we obtain

-H.u

hh*''h'*B*i'hiJ + HJhω"h"xBtί'hH = Pk

ihB^λ%j = Pk

kh = -Hμλ

hh"x ,

which proves that μ is then a critical mapping.

A geodesic mapping is a mapping where Hμλ

h vanishes. Hence this
is a coclosed mapping [1] and also a critical mapping.

2°. A critical mapping μ: (N, h) —• (ikf, g) where dim N — dim M = 1.
In this case a vector field ξκ of (N, h) is determined by

Bϊζ* - 1 , hμλξ"ξλ = 1 .

Let ξx be defined by ξz = hλκξ
κ and let (B , ξκ) be the inverse matrix of

(B}9 ξχ), namely such that

Blξκ = 0 , BtBh

κ = δf .

Then we have

'ha = BtfhμX, BiBi = δ! - ξ«ξλ.

The condition that μ is a critical mapping is written in the form

Hμλ

khf* - Hωv

hh»WBHBtfhPσ + HJh"WxBKBiβPύ = 0 .

As we have

H.Sh-Wffi - ξμξ')(δi - ξ£')hPσ = Hωv

hh*" - Hmu

kξ°ξ>

and
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we get

(4-2) Hμλ

kξ"ξλ + Hμλ^Bh

κB) = 0

as a necessary and sufficient condition of a critical mapping.

3°. Projection of a fibred Riemannian manifold M with an invariant
Riemannian metric h onto the base manifold (ΛP, g). Let M be a fibred
Riemannian manifold with S1 as the type fibre and with an invariant
Riemannian metric h [2]. The base manifold (M*, g) is assumed to be a
compact orientable Riemannian manifold. We denote the projection by π.
For this mapping the vector field ξκ determined by

Bh

κξ
κ = o , hμλξ"ξλ = l

is a Killing vector field of M. If V denotes the covariant differentiation

with respect to the metric h, we get Pμξλ + Vλξμ = 0 and ξμVμζ
x = 0.

As hμλ is an invariant metric, we have

(4.3) B'&* = gji.

We have also

Hμλψe = o

by virtue of Bh

κξ
κ = 0 and (ξμP.μξ

λ)Bi = 0.
On the other hand, applying van der Waerden-Bortolotti differentiation

to (4.3) we get

J + HJBίhf* =• Fpflr" - 0

and consequently

0 = HJB\h^Bp

όBthPσ = HJh^hPσ{8l ~ ^£σ) = ffv/BJ .

Hence π satisfies (4.2) and is a critical mapping among all mappings

4°. A critical mapping μ: (N, h) ~> (M, gr) where dim JV= dim M. Let
the local coordinates of N and M be chosen such that the point P of N
and the point μP of M have the same coordinates xh. Then we have

where -I ••[ and \ ..(• are the Christoffels derived respectively from ^

and A. From (2.1) we get
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i

as a necessary and sufficient condition for a critical mapping. This result
also proves Theorem 2.3.
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